
PRESENTATION 

Welcome everybody & Introducing ourselves

START WITH DESCRIBING WHAT HAVE WE DONE DURING THESE 5 DAYS
First, we passed on to each other 3 different materials. Since we knew each other from before, we somehow 
based our choices on what the other could easily engage with and also on what do we actually have in common 
in our artistic concerns and ways of approaching dance practices. 

PAZ
I passed on to Norberto:

• An A4 image of an eclipse
• A testimony written by performer and artist Arantxa Martínez that tells Paz's dance practice reception 

and experience.  
• A few aspects of ECLIPSE:MUNDO's performance score    

NORBERTO passed on to Paz:
• A text written by Norberto with images – des -uso.
• An object: a fan made of paper with the words: evocation, provocation, revocation. 
• An the assignment of engaging with an operation of simultaneity. 

PAZ
Based on these materials we responded to each other without talking in between.
Now we are going to show you a movement practice and a video.

PRACTICE 20 min.
&

VIDEO
“far away dances/writings” (10 min)

NORBERTO 

1. Based on Arantxa's testimony of Paz's practice idea of “far away dances/writings” explanation + 
Eclipse:Mundo

2. Common interest on the idea of “loss” as an aesthetic paradigm engaging different movement operations
and modalities of attention. Withdrawing from being assimilated by post fordist's economy aspects such 
hiperflexibility, continuous socialization and mobility.  

PAZ  
3. We have also talked about the word “residency”. A term associated with dwelling, living in a place and

with settling in, to stay and to sit down. So being in (a) residence is something like sitting down, to rest.
4. The meaning of the verb "to rest" in French (rester) is associated both with what reminds as well as

what resits. 
5. So idea of staying, reminding, getting hooked onto something. To resist to being appropriated. What

stays is also what continues on the move, on the way. In this way we reside, we fall into place, we sit
down, we stay, it stays, it resits.  


